Made
with Pride

Why fight traffic and crowds on your way to relaxation
when you can enjoy the freedom of your own

Liberty Composite Pool?
With a variety of pool designs and options,
Liberty Composite Pools can help you experience
the perfect getaway every day in your very own backyard.

www.LibertyCompositePools.com
(888) 308-7665

Our Pools are
ICC Certified
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This brochure represents
pool finishes as closely as possible.
Due to the nature of photography, raw
materials, and printing, variations in color may
occur. Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%.
Measurements are to largest section on each side of the outside edge.
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Liberty Composite Pools is proud of the reputation
we have built through exemplary manufacturing processes and innovative
engineering. We are dedicated to providing quality service and products that create
enjoyment as well as enhance the beauty and value of your home.
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Pool Colors

Choose between Liberty’s
Independence White or Patriotic Blue
gel coats to enhance the look & feel
of your pool.
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Why fight traffic and crowds on your way to relaxation when you can enjoy the freedom of your own Liberty
Lincoln
Composite Washington
Pool? With a variety of pool
designs and options, Patriot
Liberty Composite Pools can help you experience the perfect
getaway every day in your very own backyard.
(Ships from WV)
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is proud of
the reputation we
have built through exemplary
manufacturing processes and innovative engineering.

Perimeter
Tiles backyard
You have the right to enjoy life. So when it comes to choosing a pool manufacturer that offers you the most freedom in creating
your ultimate
Choose
a
decorative
perimeter tile to
Independence White Gel Coat
Patriotic Blue Gel Coat
outline your pool with a touch of elegance.
escape, only one company rises above the rest – Liberty Composite Pools.

We are dedicated to providing quality service and
products that create enjoyment as well as enhance
the beauty and value of your home.

Flagship
Liberty Composite Pools is proud of the Freedom
reputation we have built
through exemplary manufacturing processes and innovative engineering. We are
dedicated
providing
qualitytoday!
service and products that create enjoyment as well as enhance the beauty and value of your home. BUE 22
BUE 40
BUE 44
The
pool oftotomorrow
is available
(Ships from WV)

(Ships from WV)

Sky Blue

Navy Blue

Lake Blue

Why fight traffic and crowds on your way to relaxation when you can enjoy the Liberty
freedomWarranty
of your own Liberty Composite Pool? With a variety of pool
At Liberty Composite Pools, we stand behind our
designs and options, Liberty Composite Pools can help you experience the perfect products!
getaway
every
daywarranty
in your
own backyard.
We offer
a limited
on all very
our pools.
We warrant our fiberglass pool shell to be structurally
sound for a full 25 years! We also guarantee the finish
coat against osmotic blistering for a total period of
20 years.

You have the right to enjoy life. So when it comes to choosing a pool manufacturer that offers you the most freedom in creating your ultimate backyard
Memorial
Capitol
Eagle
escape, only one company rises above the rest – Liberty Composite Pools.
Tiles We are
Liberty Composite Pools is proud of the reputation we have built through exemplary manufacturing processes and innovative Inlayed
engineering.
With inlayed tiles you can highlight the
steps and seats of your Liberty pool for
dedicated to providing quality service and products that create enjoyment as well as enhance the beauty and value of your home.
safety and aesthetics.

Why fight traffic and crowds on your way to relaxation when you can enjoy the freedom of your own Liberty Composite Pool? With a variety of pool
Union
Union Spillway
Stonewall Spillway
Stonewall
designs and options, Liberty Composite Pools can help you experience the perfect getaway every day in your very own backyard.
All Pools and Spas are Non-Diving. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.
Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to largest section on each side of the outside edge.

